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В работе приводятся результаты расчетов четырех Тестовых задач,
полученных с помощью нодального полиномиального метода и стандартного
конечно-разностного метода. Рассматриваемые тестовые задачи
представляют случаи как эффективно решаемых так и неэффективно решаемых
задач нодальным методом. Это позволяет сформулировать основные
недостатки рассматриваемого нодального метода.

Nuclear reactor design, operation and safety problems require
accurate prediction of multidimensional reactor properties. Multigroup
diffusion approximation is commonly used to evaluate this properties.
Storage and speed performances of modern computers render pin by pin
calculations too expensive for routine usage; instead, relatively large
heterogeneous regions are replaced by homogeneous one with
"homogenized" cross section sets. Under these conditions there are many
examples where nodal methods are more efficient than finite difference
ones (FDM) [l].

Nevertheless, nodal methods, are not universally efficient tools
because both some approximations and assumptions are usually used in
deriving principal nodal equations. Nodal expansion method (NEM), for
example, falls in the methods based on transverse integration procedure
and, consequently, requires both one dimensional transverse integrated
fluxes (TIFA) and transverse leakage approximations (TLA). Therefore
NEM efficiency must be proved for each particular case.

The aim of this report is efficiency evaluation of NEM in R-Z
geometry for four significant different test problems. The main
features of both considered NEM and its numerical implementation are
the following 12,] : fourth order polynomials for TIFA; second order
polynomials for TLA; inner-outer iteration technique; interface current
nodal coupling, response matrix formulation and red-black ordering for
the inner iteration process,- exact nodal balance equation without
outgoing partial current elimination for the group nodal flux
calculation; coarse mesh rebalance for the outer iteration process
acceleration. It should be noted here that both TIFA and TLA are the
only NBM approximations and they are commonly used in many nodal codes
[1].

Four test problems have been investigated to evaluate NEM
efficiency. The first of which is the two-dimensional (2D) R-Z reactor
model (BSS-8 in ref.3) with sixteen material zones, sixty (=5x12,r-z)
coarse mesh geometric regions (CMGR) and two group flux representation.
In the original this problem serves to test 2D neutron kinetic
solutions, but in our consideration it is used as steady-state
benchmark problem. The second test problem is defined by (x-y) to (r-z)
geometry transformation of 2D (x-y) reactor model (BSS-4 in ref .3) with
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two material zones, six CMGR and four group flux representation. In the
original this problem serves to tax capabilities of synthesis
approximations because material number two is much less reactive than
material number one. The third test problem is 2D R-Z reactor model
(UNBB, see ref.4) with twenty two material zones, thirty three
(•11x3, r-z) CMGR and twenty six group flux representation. A
peculiarity of this reactor model is that core without moderator (UN)
is surrounded by moderating reflector (BeO) . The fourth test problem
is 2D R-Z reactor model (BN800, Г5]) with thirty seven material zones,
one hundred fifty four (=11x14,r-z) CMGR and twenty six group flux
representation. In the original this reactor model deals with accurate
sodium void reactivity effects investigations.

The NEM efficiency evaluation has been performed by comparison of
both finite difference and nodal solutions with finite difference
extrapolated ones. Effective multiplication factor (K^) and power
distribution are taken into account to compare corresponding solutions.
Figure 1 presents obtained relative discrepancies of power distribution
(maximum for all CMGR) and (K^) VB CPU time for FDM and NEM.

Obtained results allows us to conclude the following:
- NEM is significantly more efficient than FDM in both the first and
the second test problems with respect to K^ accuracy level.
- FDM is significantly more efficient than considered NBM in. both the
third and the fourth test problem.
- The main reasons of the NBM inefficiency are insufficient order of
TIFA in the third test problem and inconsistent TLA in the fourth test
problem.
- CPU time dependence vs number of nodes is highly non-linear function
because, first, use of the exact nodal balance equation leads to more
rigid requirements on convergence criteria of the inner iterations;
second, inner iterations convergence rate becomes slower under space
mesh refinement; third, coarse mesh rebalance procedure becomes less
efficient under space mesh refinement.
- Negative fluxes may be obtained in -regions where group source term
of the nodal balance equation is defined mainly by net current
differences (e.g. in a slightly multiplying regions).
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Fig.l. Relative discrepancies of FDH and HEM solutions in
respecting to extrapolated ones.
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Fig.l. Relative discrepancies of FDM and NEM solutions in
respecting to extrapolated ones.
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